
One of my favorite .30 cal. Molds
by Ben Hays

     Of my thirty plus .30 cal. rifle molds, my SAECO # 315 double cavity is quickly 
becoming one of my all time favorites.   This mold from SAECO with no modification 
produced wonderfully accurate .30 g/c bullets in a wide variety of rifles that I've tried it 
in.  It is a “ cousin “ to the super accurate, bench rest,  Eagan style of mold with the 
exception that it isn't a nose pour mold , but rather a conventional base pour design.

     The design is a “ tapered design “, mine miking around .302 “ on the nose and about 
.3115 on the rear bands with air cooled wheel weights with about 1 – 2 % tin added to 
the alloy. Here are the dimensions of bullets from my particular mold :



     I shot my SAECO # 315's for a year or so with gas checks and as a solid.  The bullet 
shot GREAT !

     As time went on, I gave serious thought to sending my SAECO # 315 to Buckshot 
and have him HP the front cavity.  I wanted a fairly deep hp cavity. I also asked for and 
purchased extra HP pins that I can shape and shorten as needed to experiment with until 
I can achieve the combination of expansion and penetration that I desired.

    I was well pleased with Buckshot's work when the mold was returned to me. Here  is 
a photo of the bullets that come from the HP'd cavity :



     “ Beagle “. ( John Goins ) has always told me that he has seldom if ever seen a bullet 
that wasn't more accurate after it was hp'd.   In my case with the SAECO # 315, I can 
truthfully say that my findings confirm John's opinion on HP'ing.   Mine certainly seem 
to be even more accurate now than they were prior to being HP'd.  Here is a photo of the 
mold after it was returned and had the hp'ing work done.



    Using the mold for about a year with the only modification being the front cavity hp'd 
was enjoyable.   As is with most casters and reloaders, my mind began to spin with other 
options that might be available with the rear cavity and I came up with the idea of “ 
plain basing “ the rear cavity of the mold.  I contacted Buckshot a 2nd time and asked if 
he would take on the project.  I requested the g/c be removed from the rear cavity of the 
mold and the rear drive band mike around .312 “ - .3125 “.   Rick's reply was , “ 
Certainly, send it to me ! “

     As expected , when the mold was returned to me by Rick, his work was 
“ spot on “the money , fully meeting my expectations .  You can't go wrong with 
Buckshot's HP work.

     Here is the mold after if came back from Rick with the rear cavity plain based :



     I was anxious to shoot some of the plain based bullets.  I was not disappointed with 
their performance, in the least.





     Here is the plain based bullet seated to lightly engrave in my Ruger # 1, 30 – 06 :

      Here are a few pics of the plain based bullets, sized .3115 “ and lubed with “ Ben's 
Red “ :



The next photo shows only the lower 2 lube rings with lube and the remainder of the 
bullet coated with Lee Liquid Alox.  This seems to be a very accurate method of 
lubrication for this bullet right now :



     In the next photo, you can see the SAECO # 315 plain based bullets seated in 30 – 06 
cases .  They have the front tapered bands lightly coated with Lee Liquid Alox.  There 
are ready to fire :



     Considering the rising cost of all reloading components, but especially the rising cost 
of copper factory gas checks, I find the plain base option for my SAECO # 315 very 
appealing.  

     I'm unclear right now about the velocity ceiling for the plain based SAECO # 315 
bullet, but I'd think that with the right loads that I might be able to obtain 1,400 – 1,500 
fps.  Shooting accurate .30 cal. Cast loads in this velocity range and being able to skip 
the expense and time saving of the gas check will be something that I will enjoy ( and 
my pocket book will appreciate ) .

     This SAECO # 315 double cavity mold starts out as a fairly expensive mold from 
your favorite vendor.  To add to the fairly high initial expense of the mold,  I've added 
trips out to Buckshot on 2 different occasions for mold modifications ( Hp'ing 1 cavity 
&  plain basing 1 cavity )  At this point in time I've got a good bit of money in this mold. 
Catch is , - - - I don't regret a penny that I've spent ! !  



     My SAECO # 315 with its modifications has turned out to be one of my all time 
favorite .30 cal. Bullet molds.

     Good shooting to all of you,

Ben


